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k LESSON FOR BEGIHNERS - SUMNER STUDENTS

INAGINATION

THE BODY AS THE ACTOR'S INTRUHENT

IAMGINATIOHI

Imaineflen must be developed to the point where it

can become an invisible muscle which you can touch.

will be there-

and it

To icngino. in our sense. menu to see with

your nind'e eye pictures. figures. and events. and to see

then an clearly on cbjec‘te in everyday life. The inaginutien

meet be a reel power which no can use nittingly.

There in a great difference between seeing with the

imagination and seeing with the physical eye. We are content

with what we see on the surface with our eyes. but in the

imagination, when we see something. we immediately knew the

whole depth of it. First there in the power of the imagina—

tive picture and second there in the ability to coo through

it into the very depths and heart of it. You must pdj‘; atten-

tion to thin power of the imagination and to the ability to

penetrate into the object.

This work mum: be done every day, othemiue you will

find you go back inotcud of going forward if you aim: a. day.

You must not lose the rhythm of the work.

mercieem

1. Try to imagine something which exists in your

room. Keep it before your mind's eye continuously until you
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feel a certain power over it. Do this for five minutes to

begin with. 2. New concentrate on a well-known Bound. 3.

Read on few lines: of a fairy tale, imagining no you read.

THE BODY AS THE ACTDR'S INCTRUFMTI

This muot be a very ’conncieuo approach.

1. Thin): of your own body - "I have my body.“ You can act
on the stage with your body. and it will not drag you
down.

‘

2. Move your hand»: and arm: up and dorm with the some idea,

”I have my body, and I hnvo the ability to move.“ boéceoo
I wish to do on.“

3. "all: around ulewly. permeating your walk with the same
feeling of experiencing your bady.

1+. Wall: and move the hnndn and emo as: the some time.

5. You have on invioible center in the chest which leada you.
The whole body obeys this center which moveo actively.

6. Imagine a otato in which you are very eefi‘end heavy. then
imagine yourself very light and gay ~ you will experience
the difference in the weight of your body - one is heavy
and fine other in light - it in :1 psychological thing which
we can use in our profession. We must have this an an
ability in our mop. If you Bro absolutely light. you
can perform a heavy body. but you must always rennin light
yourself. Move your hunde and em: with the desire to got
them lighter and lighter - with to feeling of cone.

7. Combine the center in the chest and the feeling of once.


